
FICTION

A MUMMY ATE MY HOMEWORK THIAGO DE MORAES

Price: £8.99

Pub Date: 6th August 2020

ISBN: 9781407194929

CBMC code: D3N79

TPS: 210mm x 140mm

Extent: 240pp

Binding: Paperback

Age: 08-11

Illustrations: 2-colour

Rights: World Rights

Sales points

• Thiago is the wildly talented author/illustrator of Myth Atlas and
History Atlas (Alison Green Books), which have been translated into
16 languages - and counting!

• A Mummy Ate My Homework! is the perfect mix of fiction-based-
on-facts, with the most unusual Ancient Egypt facts woven into a
brilliantly funny story

• With factually correct added information at the back, including
Hieroglyphics for kids to de-code.

Description

The first book in a brilliantly funny new series, launching Thiago de
Moraes into the illustrated fiction space for the very first time.

When Harry is sucked into a decidedly unusual vortex, he travels back
in time to Ancient Egypt, which is... not ideal. After all, Harry is brilliant at
maths and making lists, but surviving life in 3100 BC? Well that certainly
wasn't on his "to do" list for the day.

Will Harry survive? Will he find his way back to the present day? And,
more importantly, will he ever get his homework back from that pesky
crocodile...?

About the author/illustrator
As a child, Thiago was constantly told off
for doodling instead of paying attention.
He still gets told off constantly, but these
days it's not so much for doodling! Thiago
writes and illustrates all sorts of books, from
picture books to fiction and non-fiction,
including his staggeringly beautiful Myth
Atlas (Alison Green Books).
Thiago lives in South London with his wife,
children and pet tortoise Nibbles.

www.thiagodemoraes.com
Twitter: @tibolota

ISBN: 9781407178134

For more information contact SCB on 020 7756 7756 or email sales@scholastic.co.uk



FICTION

SHIVER MAGGIE STIEFVATER

Price: £7.99

Pub Date: 6th August 2020

ISBN: 9780702306624

CBMC code: E3N79

TPS: 198mm x 129mm

Extent: 448pp

Binding: B format - paperback

Age: 13-18

Illustrations:
Rights: UK & Eire Rights Only

Sales points

• The #1 bestselling SHIVER, LINGER and FOREVER trilogy rejacketed for
a new generation of fans

• the highly anticipated companion novel to the trilogy, SINNER, is
publishing in July 2014

• Paranormal romance at its very best. This chilling love story will have
you hooked from the very first page

• SHIVER made the New York Times bestseller list and sold in 32
countries!

• Film rights to SHIVER have been acquired by Warner Bros

• LINGER debuted at #1 on the New York Times bestseller list. FOREVER
published in July 2011 and debuted at #1 on the bestseller charts

• Absolutely addictive writing for teen girls ... and grown-up girls...

• Film rights to Maggie Stiefvater's THE RAVEN BOYS have been
acquired by New Line cinema

• Simultaneous ebook available

Description

The #1 bestselling SHIVER, LINGER and FOREVER trilogy rejacketed for
a new generation of fans. This chilling love story will have you hooked
from the very first page.

When a local boy is killed by wolves, Grace's small town becomes a
place of fear. But Grace is fascinated by the pack, and finds herself
drawn to a yellow-eyed wolf. There's something about him - something
almost human.

Then Grace meets a yellow-eyed boy whose familiarity takes her breath
away...

About the author: Maggie Stiefvater is a
writer, artist, and musician as well as a
bestselling author. Entertainment Weekly
has called Maggie Stiefvater "one of the
finest YA novelists writing today". She lives
in Virginia, with her family.

www.maggiestiefvater.com
@mstiefvater

Also by author: SHIVER, LINGER and
FOREVER

Praise for SHIVER: "Literary methadone ...
all consuming" Sunday Telegraph. "If you
are a fan of TWILIGHT, then you'll love
SHIVER" Waterstone's.

For more information contact SCB on 020 7756 7756 or email sales@scholastic.co.uk



FICTION

LINGER MAGGIE STIEFVATER

Price: £7.99

Pub Date: 6th August 2020

ISBN: 9780702306617

CBMC code: E3N79

TPS: 198mm x 129mm

Extent: 432pp

Binding: B format - paperback

Age: 13-18

Illustrations:
Rights: UK & Eire Rights Only

Sales points

• The #1 bestselling SHIVER, LINGER and FOREVER trilogy rejacketed for
a new generation of fans

• the highly anticipated companion novel to the trilogy, SINNER, is
publishing in July 2014

• Paranormal romance at its very best. This chilling love story will have
you hooked from the very first page

• SHIVER made the New York Times bestseller list and sold in 32
countries!

• Film rights to SHIVER have been acquired by Warner Bros

• LINGER debuted at #1 on the New York Times bestseller list. FOREVER
published in July 2011 and debuted at #1 on the bestseller charts

• Absolutely addictive writing for teen girls ... and grown-up girls...

• Film rights to Maggie Stiefvater's THE RAVEN BOYS have been
acquired by New Line cinema

• Simultaneous ebook available

Description

The #1 bestselling SHIVER, LINGER and FOREVER trilogy rejacketed for a
new generation of fans.

In SHIVER, Grace and Sam found each other. Now, in LINGER, they
must fight to be together. For Grace, this means defying her parents
and keeping dangerous secrets. For Sam, it means grappling with his
werewolf past ... and figuring out a way to survive the future. But just
when they manage to find happiness, Grace finds herself changing in
ways she could never have expected...

About the author: Maggie Stiefvater is a
writer, artist, and musician as well as a
bestselling author. Entertainment Weekly
has called Maggie Stiefvater "one of the
finest YA novelists writing today". She lives
in Virginia, with her family.

www.maggiestiefvater.com
@mstiefvater

Also by author: SHIVER, LINGER and
FOREVER

Praise for SHIVER: "Literary methadone ...
all consuming" Sunday Telegraph. "If you
are a fan of TWILIGHT, then you'll love
SHIVER" Waterstone's.

For more information contact SCB on 020 7756 7756 or email sales@scholastic.co.uk



FICTION

FOREVER MAGGIE STIEFVATER

Price: £7.99

Pub Date: 6th August 2020

ISBN: 9780702306600

CBMC code: E3N79

TPS: 198mm x 129mm

Extent: 512pp

Binding: B format - paperback

Age: 13-18

Illustrations:
Rights: UK & Eire Rights Only

Sales points

• The #1 bestselling SHIVER, LINGER and FOREVER trilogy rejacketed for
a new generation of fans

• the highly anticipated companion novel to the trilogy, SINNER, is
publishing in July 2014

• Paranormal romance at its very best. This chilling love story will have
you hooked from the very first page

• SHIVER made the New York Times bestseller list and sold in 32
countries!

• Film rights to SHIVER have been acquired by Warner Bros

• LINGER debuted at #1 on the New York Times bestseller list. FOREVER
published in July 2011 and debuted at #1 on the bestseller charts

• Absolutely addictive writing for teen girls ... and grown-up girls...

• Film rights to Maggie Stiefvater's THE RAVEN BOYS have been
acquired by New Line cinema

• Simultaneous ebook available

Description

The #1 bestselling SHIVER, LINGER and FOREVER trilogy rejacketed for a
new generation of fans.

In SHIVER, Grace and Sam found each other. In LINGER, they fought
to be together. Now, in FOREVER, the stakes are even higher than
before. Wolves are being hunted. Lives are being threatened. And love
is harder and harder to hold on to as death comes closing in.

About the author: Maggie Stiefvater is a
writer, artist, and musician as well as a
bestselling author. Entertainment Weekly
has called Maggie Stiefvater "one of the
finest YA novelists writing today". She lives
in Virginia, with her family.

www.maggiestiefvater.com
@mstiefvater

Also by author: SHIVER, LINGER and
FOREVER

Praise for SHIVER: "Literary methadone ...
all consuming" Sunday Telegraph. "If you
are a fan of TWILIGHT, then you'll love
SHIVER" Waterstone's.

For more information contact SCB on 020 7756 7756 or email sales@scholastic.co.uk



FICTION

HEARTBREAK BOYS SIMON JAMES GREEN

Price: £7.99

Pub Date: 6th August 2020

ISBN: 9781407194257

CBMC code: E3N79

TPS: 198mm x 129mm

Extent: 416pp

Binding: B format - paperback

Age: 14-20

Illustrations:
Rights: World Rights

Sales points

• A coming-of-age road trip rom-com perfect for the social media
generation!

• An ideal next-read for fans of Love Simon, with Simon James Green's
distinctive brand of mayhem and hilarity.

• Great for Pride promotions, which are growing year on year. The
leading gay YA author in the UK, Simon has built up a fan following,
especially for his Noah books

• Noah Can't Even has sold to Polish, French and Brazilian publishers.

• Consumer marketing campaign on Scholastic channels, reaching
fans of Noah, Alex, and new readers in the LGBTQ+ community.

Description

At the start of summer, Jack and Nate find themselves dumped as their
respective exes, Dylan and Tariq, start up a new relationship together.
Not only that, their exes are on an amazing road trip, stopping off at
festivals, concerts, surfing on the Cornish coast, living it up in London - all
of it Instagrammed and shown to the world.

Jack and Nate are reeling. Not to be outdone, they decide to create
their own 'highlights reel' and show their exes that they're having an
even better time.

They quickly realize living a lie isn't easy, and dressing the dismal truth up
as 'the best summer ever' is even harder. But between the depressing
motorway service station motels, damp campsites, and an ultimate
showdown with their exes, something epic really *is* happening:
Jack and Nate are learning to get over their heartache and open
themselves up to new possibilities for love.

About the author: Simon James Green is
an award-winning author and screenwriter
who has established himself as a leading
LGBTQ+ author in British YA. He was a
finalist in SCBWI Undiscovered Voices and
his debut novel, Noah Can't Even, was
published by Scholastic in May 2017, with
the sequel, Noah Could Never, in June
2018. The books were optioned for TV by
Urban Myth Films and have also been
published in Brazil, France and Poland.
He also released a third novel, Alex in
Wonderland, in 2019. Simon's short story,
"Penguins", appears in the Proud Book
Anthology, and his first picture book,
Llama Glamarama, will be published by
Scholastic in 2020 with illustrations by Garry
Parsons.

ISBN: 9781407179940 ISBN: 9781407197173For more information contact SCB on 020 7756 7756 or email sales@scholastic.co.uk



FICTION

SILENCE IS ALSO A LIE TRACEY MATHIAS

Price: £7.99

Pub Date: 6th August 2020

ISBN: 9780702304583

CBMC code: E3N79

TPS: 198mm x 129mm

Extent: 448pp

Binding: B format - paperback

Age: 12-20

Illustrations:
Rights: World Rights

Sales points

• Brexit coverage is wall-to-wall, as are issues of immigration and
nationalism. This book is the perfect springboard for teens to discuss
what's happening in the world - the perfect book club pick!

• NIGHT OF THE PARTY is not a dystopian fantasy; it is speculative
fiction, imagining a Britain of the near future in which a far-right
nationalist party has instituted extreme policies around immigration
and trade.

• The romance at the heart of this YA debut is realistic and
captivating, and the couple are confronted with genuinely
impossible choices: should they pursue justice at the cost of their
future?

• "A furious dystopian shoulder-shake ... Mathias's YA debut is a
hundred-decibel alarm call" - The Guardian "A thrilling story with
terrifying real-world resonance" - Irish Times

Description

How do you speak out, if you have no rights? After withdrawing from
the EU, Britain is governed by a far-right nationalist party. Its flagship
policy is the British Born edict, which allows only those born in Britain to
live here. Everyone else is an "illegal", subject to immediate arrest and
deportation.
But Ash isn't thinking about politics; he's wrestling with grief for his sister
Sophie, who died in a drug-related accident at a party. Then he meets
Zara on a stalled tube train and immediately falls for her. But Zara has
secrets: not only is she an "illegal", but she's the only person who could
reveal the truth about Sophie's death. Zara must make an impossible
choice: if she comes forward with what she knows about the night
Sophie died, she'll have no future in Britain at all. Could the upcoming
election free her to speak out?

Tracey Mathias is writer-in-residence at the
DaCapo Music Foundation. She previously
taught at a sixth form college and worked
for the British Council on international
development projects. NIGHT OF THE
PARTY is her YA debut.

For more information contact SCB on 020 7756 7756 or email sales@scholastic.co.uk



ALISON GREEN BOOKS

MOO-COW, KUNG-FU-COW NE PB NICK SHARRATT

Price: £6.99

Pub Date: 6th August 2020

ISBN: 9780702300974

CBMC code: A3J79

TPS: 250mm x 250mm

Extent: 20pp

Binding: Non Standard - paperback

Age: 03-06

Illustrations: Colour

Rights: World Rights

Sales points

• Colourful, appealing illustrations and hilarious wordplay make this
thoroughly enjoyable for little ones and parents alike

• Brilliant, satisfying novelty features: five flaps to lift

• "impressively silly" THE INDEPENDENT

• "Ridiculous but excellent fun" Julia Eccleshare in THE GUARDIAN

• "Bright, bold, original ... and just about perfect" JUNIOR MAGAZINE

Description

Lift the chunky flaps - this book is full of surprises to make you giggle.

Who will be your favourite Moo-Cow? Will it be the Glitter-Glue-Cow or
the Kangaroo-Cow? Lift the flaps to find out.

There's a Moo-Cow for everyone in this fantastically colourful sequel to
the hugely popular OCTOPUS SOCKTOPUS and ELEPHANT WELLYPHANT

About the author Nick Sharratt is an award-
winning and bestselling author-illustrator
who has written bags and bags of his own
books as well as illustrating books for Julia
Donaldson, Jacqueline Wilson and Jeremy
Strong to name but a few. All in all, Nick
has illustrated around 250 books.

Born in Bexleyheath, Nick has lived in
Suffolk, Nottinghamshire and Greater
Manchester as well as London and Hove.

ISBN: 9780702300967 ISBN: 9780702300981

For more information contact SCB on 020 7756 7756 or email sales@scholastic.co.uk



PICTURE & NOVELTY

THE LIGHTHOUSE KEEPER: THE LIGHTHOUSE KEEPER'S MYSTERY RONDA ARMITAGE
Illustrated by DAVID ARMITAGE

Price: £6.99

Pub Date: 6th August 2020

ISBN: 9781407193854

CBMC code: A3M79

TPS: 275mm x 235mm

Extent: 32pp

Binding: Paperback

Age: 03-06

Illustrations: Colour

Rights: World Rights

Sales points

• A brand-new addition to the classic picture book series that has
been loved by children for 40 years.

• The Lighthouse Keeper series is widely used as part of the Key Stage
One curriculum

• Includes a timely, important message about keeping rubbish -
especially plastic - out of the sea.

Description

A new addition this modern classic series. Generations of readers have
followed the adventures of lighthouse keeper Mr Grinling, his wife and
their cat, Hamish, at the lighthouse. Mr Grinling has a puzzling mystery
on his hands: someone is dumping rubbish into the sea! His nephew
George thinks it could be pirates ... or could the culprit be someone
closer to home? A charming new story in this beloved series, with an
important conservation message.

About the author
Ronda Armitage is a well-loved,
internationally-successful storyteller. Along
with her husband, artist David Armitage,
she created the Lighthouse Keeper books
which are now classic titles loved by
children, parents and teachers. Ronda
has also written a number of other picture
books including A NEW HOME FOR A
PIRATE (Puffin). Ronda was born in New
Zealand.

About the illustrator
David Armitage is an acclaimed abstract
painter as well as a children's illustrator.
David was born in Tasmania and he and
Ronda now live by the sea in East Sussex.

ISBN: 9781407159669 ISBN: 9781407151885

For more information contact SCB on 020 7756 7756 or email sales@scholastic.co.uk



PICTURE & NOVELTY

RAPUNZEL TO THE RESCUE! LUCY ROWLAND
Illustrated by KATY HALFORD

Price: £6.99

Pub Date: 6th August 2020

ISBN: 9781407191263

CBMC code: A2M79

TPS: 275mm x 250mm

Extent: 32pp

Binding: Paperback

Age: 03-06

Illustrations: Colour

Rights: World Rights

Sales points

• A brilliantly funny twisted fairytale with a strong girl message

• Written by bestselling author Lucy Rowland (LITTLE RED READING
HOOD, THE BIRTHDAY INVITATION)

• Illustrated by breakthrough talent Katy Halford (UNICORN AND THE
RAINBOW POOP, almost 25,000 copies sold)

• Perfect for Disney fans

Description

A prince is in a tangle... Rapunzel to the rescue!

What if Rapunzel saved the prince?

You might think this story is one that you know.
Rapunzel - the girl in the tower? But no!

In this terrific twist on a much-loved fairytale, a prince with magical
hair is saved by the gutsy Rapunzel. With laugh-out-loud moments and
beautiful illustrations, this is the perfect picture book for a new kind of
hero!

About the author:From a young age, Lucy
Rowland loved reading and listening
to poetry. As a children's book author,
Lucy likes to create stories with quirky
characters, laugh-out-out moments and
irresistible rhymes.

@lucymayrowland

About the illustrator:Katy Halford studied
illustration at Loughborough University and
was an art teacher before she found her
true calling as a children's book creator.
Now she lives in Leicestershire from her
studio, where her very fluffy rabbit Esme
keeps her company.

@KatyHalford1
https://katyhalford.co.uk/

ISBN: 9781407191348

For more information contact SCB on 020 7756 7756 or email sales@scholastic.co.uk



MEDIA

HELLO NEIGHBOR: GRAVE MISTAKES (HELLO NEIGHBOUR #5) CARLY ANNE WEST

Price: £5.99

Pub Date: 6th August 2020

ISBN: 9781338594294

CBMC code: E3N68

TPS: 191mm x 151mm

Extent: 208pp

Binding: Paperback

Age: 09-13

Illustrations: Black/white line

Rights: UK & Eire Rights Only

Sales points

• Hot stealth horror game about a mysterious neighbour ... and what
he's hiding in his basement

• 1 billion+ views on YouTube, supported by same influencers as FIVE
NIGHTS AT FREDDY'S

• The exclusive original storyline for the trilogy makes this book a must-
have for fans

• Black-and-white illustrations throughout bring the story to life

• The game is rated "E" for Everyone

Description

The pulse-pounding original prequel series based on the stealth horror
video game Hello Neighbor continues!

As construction begins on the Golden Apple Amusement Park, Aaron
Peterson is becoming increasingly worried about his father. Working
late nights in his study, Aaron's dad seems to be fraying at the edges –
pushing, and sometimes breaking, the laws of engineering with his new
schematics.

But his fears over his father's work is complicated by a dark discovery:
a network of tunnels running underneath the town of Raven Brooks.
Where do they lead? And what dark secrets about his family's past will
he uncover there?

Don't miss this newest instalment in the Hello Neighbor series, which
features blueprints and secret documents throughout, to help readers
unwind the mysteries at the heart of the games.

About the series: HELLO NEIGHBOR is
the must-play kids horror game for ages
5-12 - and parents, too! Rated "E" for
Everyone, the game launched worldwide
in December 2017. The player's role is to
investigate a suspicious neighbour with the
game's AI making things harder each time!

ISBN: 9781338594287 ISBN: 9781338537628

For more information contact SCB on 020 7756 7756 or email sales@scholastic.co.uk



MEDIA

LEGO® ICONIC: A NOT SO SCARY MONSTER! (A CLASSIC LEGO PICTURE BOOK) JONATHAN FENSKE

Price: £10.99

Pub Date: 6th August 2020

ISBN: 9781338360820

CBMC code: B3M68

TPS: 229mm x 267mm

Extent: 32pp

Binding: Non Standard - hardback

Age: 05-07

Illustrations: Colour

Rights: UK & Eire Rights Only

Sales points

• The follow-up to the first EVER licensed picture book from LEGO!

• The ultimate gift for LEGO fans

• Perfect for families with emerging readers

• A firm family favourite with recognition from both parents and
children

• The LEGO Movie 2: The Second Part released in cinemas last spring
and proved very popular, giving even more exposure to this brand

Description

The sweet and funny follow-up to I'm Fun, Too! from Jonathan Fenske.

The unnamed minifigure star of I'm Fun, Too! returns and this time he's
brought new friends – monster friends! When our hero tries his hand at
making monsters out of LEGO bricks, he learns that anyone can make a
monster, but it's so much nicer to make a friend.

It's an all-new, heartwarming and funny picture book that is so fun, it's
scary!

About the author: Jonathan Fenske is
the author and illustrator of US award-
winning picture books, Plankton is Pushy
and Barnacle is Bored.

ISBN: 9781338260977 ISBN: 9781407164366

For more information contact SCB on 020 7756 7756 or email sales@scholastic.co.uk



MEDIA

LEGO® HARRY POTTER: WITCHES, WIZARDS, CREATURES, AND MORE! UPDATED
CHARACTER HANDBOOK (LEGO HARRY POTTER)

SAMANTHA SWANK

Price: £7.99

Pub Date: 6th August 2020

ISBN: 9780702300424

CBMC code: C3N68

TPS: 229mm x 152mm

Extent: 128pp

Binding: Hardback

Age: 07-10

Illustrations: Colour

Rights: UK & Eire Rights Only

Sales points

• Comes with a Voldemort minifigure and a bonus Nagini!

• This updated guidebook comes with tons of new content from the
LEGO Harry Potter sets

• New LEGO Harry Potter sets retail in 2020 and 2021

• Packed with LEGO's signature humour and fun

• LEGO Harry Potter brings the Harry Potter books to a new and
younger audience

Description

Comes with a Voldemort minifigure and a bonus Nagini!

This laugh-out-loud funny guidebook is packed with fun facts from the
films, including which witch is always looking for her lost shoes, which
house ghost likes to (literally) crash the dinner table and which wizard
once ate an earwax Bertie Botts Every Flavour Bean!

This updated edition includes information on Fleur Delacour, Viktor Krum
and the creatures of the Wizarding World.

About the brand: LEGO® Harry Potter™
transports you into the magical world
of Hogwarts™ School of Witchcraft and
Wizardry – and the legendary Harry Potter.

About the author: Samantha Swank is a
writer and editor from Ohio living in New
York.

ISBN: 9781407192369

For more information contact SCB on 020 7756 7756 or email sales@scholastic.co.uk



MEDIA

MARVEL AVENGERS ASSEMBLY: ORIENTATION (MARVEL: AVENGERS ASSEMBLY
#1)

PREETI CHHIBBER
Illustrated by JAMES LANCETT

Price: £8.99

Pub Date: 6th August 2020

ISBN: 9781338587258

CBMC code: D3N68

TPS: 210mm x 140mm

Extent: 176pp

Binding: Non Standard - hardback

Age: 08-12

Illustrations: Black/white line

Rights: UK & Eire Rights Only

Sales points

• Starring Kamala Khan (Ms Marvel), Miles Morales (Spider-Man) and
Doreen Green (Squirrel Girl)

• Includes black-and-white illustrations throughout along with graphic
novel style pages

• Spider-Man: Into the Spider-verse starring Miles Morales won several
awards including an Oscar (2019) for Best Animated Feature

• Spider-Man: Into the Spider-verse sequel confirmed

• A Ms Marvel movie centred around Kamala Khan is in the works at
Marvel Studios

• Book 2 follows in spring 2021

Description

KAMALA KHAN (Ms Marvel), MILES MORALES (Spider-Man) and DOREEN
GREEN (Squirrel Girl) team up in their first ever middle-grade series!

After Kamala is caught by news cameras taking on a super-villain – and
accidentally destroying a building along the way – she gets a letter
from Captain Marvel herself!

If she wants to continue as Ms Marvel, she's going to need to take on
some new extracurricular activities – mainly, training with other young
superheroes alongside the Avengers!

But if Kamala and her new friends think this new school is going to be a
breeze, they've got another think coming...

About the author: Preeti Chhibber has
written for SYFY, BookRiot, BookRiot
Comics, The Nerds of Color and The Mary
Sue. She has work in the anthology A
Thousand Beginnings and Endings, a
collection of retellings of fairy tales and
myths and is the author of the Spider-Man:
Far from Home tie-in: Peter and Ned's
Ultimate Travel Journal for Marvel. She
hosts the podcasts Desi Geek Girls and
Strong Female Characters (SYFYWire) and
has appeared on several panels at New
York Comic Con, San Diego Comic Con
and on screen on the SYFY Network.

ISBN: 9781338273298 ISBN: 9780702301834

For more information contact SCB on 020 7756 7756 or email sales@scholastic.co.uk



MEDIA

WAFFLE THE WONDER DOG: FIRST PHONICS FLASH CARDS SCHOLASTIC

Price: £5.99

Pub Date: 6th August 2020

ISBN: 9780702303173

CBMC code: B2N68

TPS: 176mm x 127mm

Extent: 31pp

Binding: Non Standard

Age: 04-06

Illustrations: Colour

Rights: UK & Eire Rights Only

Sales points

• Phonics brought to life with Waffle the Wonder Dog

• Aligns to the UK National Curriculum

• Features full-colour pictures of beloved Waffle and his friends

• Waffle the Wonder Dog is a CBeebies superbrand

• A standalone Waffle app launched in autumn 2019

• Waffle features in the CBeebies magazine

• The standalone Waffle the Wonder Dog magazine sold 60,000 copies
in November 2018

• On iPlayer, Waffle has had over 25 million views since launching in
February 2018

• Series 2 aired throughout 2019 with series 3 and 4 still to come

• A new toy range from Golden Bear launched in autumn 2019

• The original Waffle soft toy sold out within two days of launch in 2018

Description

Practise reading with Waffle the Wonder Dog!

This pack contains 31 full-colour phonics flash cards – including letters A
to Z, four digraphs and a parent guide. The double-side colourful cards
support the way children are taught to read in school.

About the series: Meet Waffle, an
adorable fluffy dog, who can't help but
cause trouble, has an undying desire to
befriend next door's cat and is on a crash
course to cementing the Brooklyn-Bell
blended family.

Scholastic's workbooks pair activities with
compelling stories featuring Waffle the
Wonder Dog. This combination naturally
engages children and encourages them
to become independent learners.

For more information contact SCB on 020 7756 7756 or email sales@scholastic.co.uk



NON FICTION

MY STORY: MAYFLOWER KATHRYN LASKY

Price: £6.99

Pub Date: 6th August 2020

ISBN: 9780702303593

CBMC code: D5N79

TPS: 198mm x 128mm

Extent: 192pp

Binding: B format - paperback

Age: 08-12

Illustrations:
Rights: UK & Eire Rights Only

Sales points

• More than 30 million people can trace their ancestry to the
Mayflower

• Re-jacketed with a fresh new cover look for 2020

• Perfect background reading for Key Stages 2 & 3

• Exciting stories with reliable and accurate historical detail

• Over a million MY STORY books sold (UK editions)

Description

Twelve-year-old Remember (Mem) Patience Whipple has just arrived in
the New World with her parents after a gruelling 65-day journey on the
Mayflower. Despite conditions, Mem is fearless - she helps care for the
sick and wants more than anything to settle into her new home. Will she
be able to do so with her friends and family?

Experience history first-hand with My Story in this all-new look!

About the author: Kathryn Lasky is an
American children's writer who also writes
for adults under the names Kathryn Lasky
Knight and E. L. Swann. Her children's
books include several Dear America
books, The Royal Diaries books and
Sugaring Time.

ISBN: 9780702300059 ISBN: 9780702303814

For more information contact SCB on 020 7756 7756 or email sales@scholastic.co.uk
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Price: £6.99

Pub Date: 6th August 2020

ISBN: 9780702300059

CBMC code: D5N79

TPS: 198mm x 129mm

Extent: 208pp

Binding: B format - paperback

Age: 08-12

Illustrations:
Rights: World Rights

Sales points

• My Story with a striking new look for 2020

• The thrilling story of British-Indian World War Two heroine, Noor-un-
Nissa Inayat Khan

• This is the first of our new My Story titles, created to more accurately
reflect our history and expand the current series to be more inclusive

• Perfect background reading for Key Stage 2 & 3

• Exciting stories with reliable and accurate historical detail

• My Story series has over 1 million copies in print (UK edition)

Description

The thrilling story of British-Indian World War Two heroine, Noor-un-Nissa
Inayat Khan.

It's 1940 and hundreds of families are forced to flee Nazi-occupied
France. Noor refuses to sit back and do nothing while Nazi forces
invade her home and terrorise her people.

Having joined the war effort, she is soon chosen by prime minister
Winston Churchill to fly undercover into France... Noor returns home -
but this time, as a secret agent.

Can Noor keep her true identity hidden, report her findings back to
London and help the Allies win the war?

Experience history first-hand with My Story in this all-new look!

About the author: Sufiya Ahmed is the
author of YA novel Secrets of the Henna
Girl and a contributor to the bestselling
non-fiction anthology It's Not About
the Burqa. In 2010, Sufiya set up the BIBI
Foundation, a non-profit organisation, to
arrange visits to the Houses of Parliament
for diverse and underprivileged school
children. She has worked in advertising
and in the House of Commons, but is now
a full-time author.
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Extent: 256pp

Binding: B format - paperback

Age: 09-11

Illustrations: Black/white line

Rights: World Rights

Sales points

• Without Attenborough, millions of us may never have seen some
of the world's rarest creatures - he is widely considered a national
treasure

• Blue Planet introduced millions to the wonders of the deep sea and
was the first time some species - including the hairy angler fish and
the Dumbo octopus - were captured on film

• 3x Emmy winner for 'Outstanding Narrator' (2016, 2018, 2019)

• Children are sure to enjoy this gripping new series

• Throws the reader directly into the lives of modern society's most
influential figures

• Includes striking black-and-white illustration throughout

Description

David Attenborough: explorer, broadcaster, natural historian. Readers
can explore the beauty of the world we inhabit with national treasure,
David Attenborough.

A Life Story: this gripping series throws the reader directly into the lives of
modern society's most influential figures.

With striking black-and-white illustration along with timelines and never-
heard-before facts.

About the author: Lizzie Huxley-Jones is a
writer and editor based in London. She
can be found editing at independent
micropublisher, 3 of Cups Press. She also
advises writers as a freelance sensitivity
reader and consultant. In her past career
lives, she has been a research diver,
a children's bookseller and a digital
communications specialist.
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